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Module 7 – Text 2
Dear Rose

Adult guide
Activities for Monday:

Read text 2 – children to read the text 2: Dear Rose
Adult read  - Adult to read aloud text 2 –Dear Rose

Think about vocabulary: Activity 1. Ask your child to circle the word that best describes something .E.g a place, 
how the character is feeling etc. 

My Why questions: Children to ask why questions about the text. 

Think about vocabulary: Activity 2. Ask the children to circle the word in the column that is closest in meaning 
to the word underlined in the text. 

More explanation of the activities in the next slides. 



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

letters



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

gives



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

enjoy



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

class



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

saying



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

shapes



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

home



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

outings



Green Words

These are particular to the story. Children should Fred Talk (sound it out) the words first then say the word.

London



Think about vocabulary: Activity 1

Ask your child to circle the word that best describes Kieran’s attitude towards… 



Think about vocabulary: Activity 1

Ask your child to circle the word that best describes Kieran’s attitude towards… 



My Why Questions
Ask your child to read the text

Explain that we ask questions when we read. We often use ‘why’ because we want to know why characters do the 
things they do or why something happens

Adults: Model thinking about loud about how you ask yourself questions and ask a questions about something in 
the text

Look at the text together and come up with some why questions together

Allow children to ask questions that start with ‘why’ and ‘how’ if they can justify that these will give them 
information they would like to know. 
E.G 
Why do the children practise everything together?
Why doesn’t Mrs Sarwar get irritable?
Why does the child read stories set a long time ago?



Think about vocabulary: Activity 2

Ask the children to circle the word in the column that is closest in meaning to the word underlined in the text. 



Think about vocabulary: Activity 2

Ask the children to circle the word in the column that is closest in meaning to the word underlined in the text. 



Module 7 – Text 2
Dear Rose

Adult guide
Activities for Tuesday:

Read high frequency words

Think about Grammar: Activities 1-3

Spell Check

Vocabulary Catch

More explanation of the activities in the next slides. 



High frequency words

clothes



High frequency words

around



High frequency words

something



High frequency words

coming



High frequency words

through



High frequency words

laughed



High frequency words

mother



High frequency words

wanted



High frequency words

giant



High frequency words

friends



Vocabulary catch

Ask the children to choose three words that they find the mot interesting in the text. 

Model how you talk about loud about the meaning of each word

Discuss meaning and synonyms (words which have similar meanings)

Write down meaning or synonyms in their book 



Spell check

Choose one of the circled red words on page 11 of their pupil modules, then cover it up

Say the word and ask your child to write it down (on paper or in their blue exercise books)

Reveal and tick if correct or fix if there are errors

Repeat with at least 5 words 



Think about Grammar: Activity 1-3

Check your child’s understanding of each activity. Recap the key vocabulary.

“What is an adjective?” – a describing word

“What is a noun?” – a name of a person, place or thing

“What is a noun phrase” – an adjective describing a noun i.e precious gifts

“What is a verb” – an action/doing word i.e jump, run, sit, think 

“What is an adverb” – a word ending in –ly that describes a verb



Think about Grammar: Activity 1-3
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Think about Grammar: Activity 1-3

quickly

carefully

was were

practisedtried

gave



Module 7 – Text 2
Dear Rose

Adult guide
Activities for Wednesday:

Read high frequency words

Think about Grammar: Activities 4-6

Build a picture 

More explanation of the activities in the next slides. 



High frequency words

school



High frequency words

across



High frequency words

after



High frequency words

air



High frequency words

again



High frequency words

along



High frequency words

animals



High frequency words

another



Think about Grammar: Activity 4-6



Think about Grammar: Activity 4-6

Josh’s maths is amazingly fast. I call him the human calculator.

and

or

but

I love reading Rose’s letters because I learn about the past.



Build a picture

Look at the ‘build a picture’ section on page 9 of your booklets.

Purpose: to write sentences that build a picture with words

1. Look at the first sentence ‘The teacher makes the children do exercise’. 
Ask: Why does she do this? What could the children be asked to do? 

2. She loves reading
Ask: When does she read? What could she be reading at the moment?



Dear Rose
Adult guide

Activities for Thursday and Friday:

Sound review: air

Composition
The composition day is a chance for the children to write using the skills they have developed during the unit and 
to also show their knowledge and understanding of the story. The challenge is for them to continue the diary from 
Cinderella’s point of view. 

Start by reviewing the big questions (on slides below).
Then move onto look at the composition prompt questions. 

Once your child has come up with their ideas they can get writing…



Speed sounds 

air



Speed sounds 

ear



Green Words

pair



Green Words

chair



Green Words

bear



Green Words

pear



Green Words

wear



Green Words

bare



Green Words

dare



Green Words

care



Green Words

share



Green Words

scare



Composition
Remember our big question at the beginning of this unit..

Is school better now than 100 years ago?

Today you going to write a letter Rose explaining your own school life

Challenge: Write Rose a letter explaining your school life. 

Think about what you would like to tell Rose about your school, what 
your favourite things to do at school are, your friends, or even about 
having to do home school for the moment. 


